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The simple model presented takes into account the possible accumulation of a refining agent under the glass
batch in the melting rooms with vertical flow. The relations describing an increase of the refining agent con
centration in the glass melt have been derived from the mass balance of the refining agent and the calculations
have

been

performed showing the influence of the main factors on the process. The necessery experimental

data have been collected and the effect of the refining agent accumulation on the refining behaviour has been
demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION
Although the complex mathematical models of
glass melting furnaces seem to outline the future de
velopment of glass melting, the simple models de
scribing only the fundamental features of the equip
ment are needed too. These models,are able to evalu
ate very quickly intentions of designer or technologist
without complex calculations and especially without
obtaining a great many experimental data.
This work presents a simple model of single bubble
b,ehaviour in the all electric glass melting furnace witli
covered glass level and vertical flow.
When glass is refined in these furnaces, the accumu
lation of a refining agent under the glass batch may
occur. The accumulation effect is caused by refining

Fig. 1. Schematic figure of a refining agent transport by
bubbles and glass melt and its mass balance in one circula
tion roll. A - refining region, B - region of refining agent
precipitation, C - exit of glass melt, csA, csB - the satura
tion concentration of a refining agent in the region A and
B,. respectively, eo I cc - input and output concentrations
of a refining agent, respectively, CBi - refining agent con
centration in the region B during the i-th circulation cycle,
Tc- .the average circulation time of glass melt in the cir
culation roll, 7lt - the average circulation time of bubbles.
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agent reabsorptioq (sulphates, chlorides etc.) or by re
absorption of its efficient component (oxide refining
agents) transported here by bubbles from the refining
regions. The mentioned phenomenon is schematically
demonstrated in Fig. 1. For refining, especially the
downflowing glass melt is significant, carrying down
the bubbles. These are rapidly growing at refining
temperatures and 113,ter start to rise to the glass batch.
The refined glass melt is usually pulled out from the
bottom, the upwards flowing glass melt having thus
only inferior significance for the refining. In Fig. 1,
there is illustrated one circulation roll where refining
is realized between A and B.
Refining is assumed to be completely realized as
far as in the region A w.here one part of the refining
agent difuses into the bubbles whereas another part
may be accumulated on the bubble surfaces in gall
layer [1]. These bubbles are subsequently rising to the
region B · with lower temperature where reabsorption
of the refining agent occurs and the concentration of
the refining agent or dissolved refining gas is growing.
The refining agent may even exclude from the melt·
and penetrate out of the furnace as was observed [2].
This effect brings about differences between the opti
mum refining agent concentration determined by the
laboratory crucible melts and those needed for the ac
tual melting furnace. In addition, the refining agent
accumulation should be taken into account when de
termining the actual concentration of a refining agent
for the purpose of the mathematical modeling.
The following simplifing pressumptions have been
accepted to derive the model:
1. At zero time, there is no refining agent in. the
furn,ace, the concentration of the refining agent
in the entering glass batch being constant.
2. The effect of the refining igent precipitation and
reabsorption is occuring only in regions A and
B, respectively. The refining is executed between
A and B.
3. No refining ;i,gent is evaporated through the glass
batch.
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4. The bubbles are downflowing and rising by the
same mean velocity over the cross section of flow,
the average refining time TR being constant with
time.
5. The glass melt is flowing from B to A and through
C by the same mean velocity, the circulation time
Tc being constant. The ratio Tc/TR and TR/Tc is
the whole number.
THEORETICAL

Ox i d e re f i n i n g a g e n t s
The oxide refining agent are sufficiently soluble in
the glass meJt, therefore no refining agent precipita
tion can be expected in A and B. However, oxygen
transported by bubbles is shiffing the equilibrium be
tween both valencies to the higher one. Eventually,
the equilibrium between both forms sets correspond
ing to temperature in B and pure oxygen atmosphere.
The superfluous transported oxygen is penetrating
through the glass batch.
The fundamental equation has the form:
iM(a+b)++ 202- .== ±Ma++ 02
(1 )
b
b
For the mass balance of dissolved oxygen in region B
holds:
If Tc/TR = n � 1, then the oxygen concentration in
B during i-th bubble circulation is given by:
CBi =

Voco+ V(l -KR,i -1) CB,i -1

V

+ (V - Vo) J{R.' i-n CB. i-n

(2)

V

If TR/Tc = 1/n > 1, then for the oxygen concentra
tion may be written:
CBi =

Voco

+(V

+ V(l -J{R i-l.) CB i-l.

v

'

n

J

n

-Vo) I<�,i-1 CB,i -1

V

(3)

where CBi = 0 for i < 0.
The values of 1 - KR,i give the portion of oxygen
concentration excluded from the glass melt in A ow
ing to refining. The maximum portion of excluded
oxygen in A coresponds to the CBi decrease up to the
value of oxygen saturation concentration at appropri
ate temperature in A, csA:
T/'
• ) max _ CB,i -1 -CSA,i -1
(1 -l•R,,-1
CB,i-1

where:
CSA,i -1

=

b/4
2.5 X 10 -3b Mo2 CBtot%,i -1PPex
MM (K' �44+ p�f4)

(4)

(5)

and
CBtot%,i -1 =

100 Vocotot+(V -Vo) CBtot,i-1
V
p

(6)

where i in eqs (2-6) designates the i-th circulation
circle with the period of Tc. The value of CBi may
grow up to the maximum value given by the satu
ratetl oxygen concentration in B, however, this value
need not to be reached (being dependent from the
values of 1 - KRi) . If the maximum value of CBi is
reached (cBi = csB), the respective superfluous oxy
gen penertating through the glass batch is given by:
nlBi

= Vo(co - KR,i -1CsB)

(7)

The value of CBi in the steady state plays the deci
sive role for.the refining between B and A.
The ref ining agents having limited
s o l u b i l ity i n g l a s s .
Sulphates as well as halides are only partially solu
ble in the commercial glasses. If solubility in the given
region is surpassed, the refining agent precipitation
may occur namely on the surfaces; at higher tem
peratures, the thermal Recomposition of sulphates or
evaporation of halides occurs. Therfore, the first part
of the refining agent diffuses in A into the bubbles and
the second one is excluded on the bubble surfaces in
form of a gall layer:In addition a part of the refining
agent may be excluded on the walls as well as bot
tom of the furnace. The refining agent transported by
bubbles is reabsorbed in B, where its concentration
grows and solubility may be eventually surpassed. In
this case, the superfluous refining agent �s precipi
tated on the interphase boundaries or under the glass
batch. For the mass balance of the refining agent, one
may write:
If Tc/TR = n � 1, then CBi in the i-th bubble
circulation circle is given by:
CBi =
+

Voco+ V(l - KR,i -1) CB,i -1

(V -Vo)I<R,i-n+. KA,i -b -1) CB,i-n

V

(8)

If, on the contrary, TR/Tc = 1/n > 1, then CBi in
i-th glass circulation circle is given by:
CBi =

+

cB1 i-l.n
Voco+ V(l-I<R, i-l.)
n.
-------,-----"---�

v

(V -Vo)(KR,i-1+ KA,i -1 - 1) CB,i-1

V

=

(9)

where CBi = 0 for i < 0 and J{Ri,I<Ai 1 for i < 0.
The amount of the refining agent transported by
bubbles from A to B or precipitated in A is equal to
Cefa.m.its - Silikaty c. I, 1993
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Table I

The average values of bubble growth rate in the borosilicate glass
Temperature

[·CJ

Ref.agent concentration
[kg.m-3]

Number of bubbles
followed

1427
1427
1580
1580

3.29
13.16
3.29
13.16

estimation
estimation
8
18

k

[m.s-1]
1.oox10-9
1.oox10-9
2.2ox10-s
1.aox10-7

zero so long as CBi < csA(I<ai, [{Ai = l). At higher
EXPERIMENTAL
values of CBi, the maximum amount of the excluded
For the application of derived equations in the case
refining agent is characterized by:
of borosilicate glass refined by NaCl, several experi
CB,i-1 - CSA
T/
T/
2 - .H.
(10) mental values are necessary.
R' i-1 - .HA
' i-1 CB,i-1
T h e c onc e n t r a t i o n a n d t e m p e r a t u r e
Equation (10) indicates the decrease of the refining
d e p end e n c e o f t h e a v e r a g e b u b b l e
agent concentration in A to the value of its solubil
growth rate.
ity. In fact, however, the portion of the refining agent
transported by bubbles or excluded in A is uknown,
For this purpose, the method of fotographing of
therefore at least one of the coefficients J{Ri ancLI<Ai
glass
melt with bubbles at high temperatutes has
must be estimated. The maximum refining agent con
been
applied.
From the dependencies between bubble
centration in B may reach the solubility in B - csB
radii
and
time,
the average values of bubble growth
and the respective superfluous amount pf transported
rate
have
been
obtained.
The results of measurement
refining agent is precipitated in B. This amount in the
are
in
Table
I.
steady state is given by:
_

'mBi = Voco - V(l - KR,i-1) csB
- Vo(KR,i-1 + I<A,i-1 - 1) co.

(11)

For the refining accomplishing between B and A,
the bubble of initial radius ao is c�:msidered to be car
ried down from B to A by the glassmelt. In A, the
bubble rising velocity has the same absolute value as
is the downflowing velocity of glass. In tlie following
moment, the growing bubble stars to rise to B where
refining is completed. If the distance between A and
B is designated by h, we have:
h = VGLASS7'.R x (a o + 1
VGLASS

=

TR

rR 2gp(T)

lo

g1J(T)
2

k(T) dr) dr

:;C::/ (

2

ao + 1

TR

(12)
k(T) dr)

2

(13)

where T = T(z). Both equations are solved using ite
ration method. Because of the monotonous temper
ature increase betw13en B and A, as well the experi
mental values of bubble growth rates may be applied
in eqs. (12-13).
Peramics - Silikaty c. 1 1 1993

T h e e s t i m ation o f s a t u r a t e d
c o n cen t r a t i o n o f Na C l in t h e
b o r o s i l i c ate g l a s s .
The saturated NaCl concentracion has been ob
tained by mixing of NaCl melt and the borosilicate
glass melt in the silica glass crucible at two tempera
tures only. The value of cs at 1400° C determined by
the subsequent chemical analysis was 3.78 kg.m- 3,
the value at 1 450° C was 2.44 kg.m -3• At higher
temperatures, another experimental arrangement is
necessary (bubbling of glass by NaCl vapour). This
arrangement was not at disposal.
The analyzed concentration of NaCl in outputting
glass cc was 2.22 kg.m-3•
DISCUSSION
To demonstrate the significance of derived equa
tions, several model calculations have been per
_ formed.
, The course of CBi growth calculated from (8) and
(9) respectively for KA= 1, J{R � 1 is presented in
Fig. 2, whereas the case of KA ::; 1, J{R = 1 is in
Fig. 3. As is obvious from F ig. 2, the ·refining agent
precipitation in region B occurs at values J{R ::; 0.8.
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Fig. 4. The time dependence of CBi· Meaning of symbols, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. � = re
= 2000 s; co = S.29 kg.m-3 ; CSA = 2.0 kg.m-3 ; csB = 4.0 kg.m-3 ;KA 0.99; KR =
0.7; 1. Vo = l.64xo-5 m3 .r1 ; V = 6.S2xta-4 m3 .s- 1 ; 2.
= 1.64xta-5 m3 .r1 ; V =
5 3
5
1
1
4 3
S.16�ta- m .s- ;3. Vo= t.64x10- m .r ;V = 6.S2x10- m3 .r 1

=

Vo

this application. The data used for the calculations
have following values:
7R = re = 2000 �; Vo = 1.64 x 10-5 m3.s-i; V =
6.32 x 10-<1 m3 .s-1; co= 3.0 kg.m-3•
For the temperature dependence of NaCl solubility,
the Arrhenius type of dependence has been supposed.
Using the experimental data,, the temperature depen
dence of the NaCl solubility in the glass melt has the
form:
25172
cs = 1.105 x 10-5 exp (
�)

The temperature as well the concentration depen
dence of the bubble growth rate is assumed to be
exponential. The experimental values of k obtained
at higher temperatures (see Table I) have been used
for the derivation of the following relation:
k = 8.188 x 10-12 exp(19.23ca)
-32700ca + 12080

.exp (

T

)

The results of the cai calculation are in Fig. 5. If
J(A is assumed to be 1 (curve 1), the precipitation of

Table 11
The final values of the refinin g agent concentrations and
the rates of their precipitation. KA
1;
1.64 x 10-5 m3 .s-1; V = 6.32 x 10-5 m3 .s-1; �-re=
2000 Sj Co = 3.29 kg.m-3; CSA=·2.0 �g.m-3; CSB = 4.0
3
kg.m-

=

Vo =

Table III
The final values of the refining ag ent concentrations and
the rates of their precipitation. KA= 1;
=
5
6.32 x 10- m3 .s-1 ; TR. = re =
1.64 x 10-5 m3.s-1 ; V
4.0
2000 Sj co = 3.29 kg.m-3; CSA= 2.0 kg.m-3; CSB
3
Jcg.m-

Vo

=

=

KR

CB
3
[kg.m- ]

cc
3
[kg.m- ]

ffiA
[kg.s.-1 ]

fflB
1
[kg.s- ]

KA

CB
3
[kg.m- ]

cc
i[kg.m-3]

ffiA
1
g
[k .s- ]

ffiB
1.
[kg.s- ]

Lei

3.29
3.65
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

3.29
3.29
3.29
3.29
3.29
3.29

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1.49xl0-6
8.08x10-5
1.47x10-5
2.13x10-5

1.00
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85

3.29
3.20
2.88
2.56
2.36

3.29
3.17
2.73
2.30
2.00

0
2.02x10-5
9.lOxl0-6
1.61xl0-5
2.23x10-5

0
0
0
0
0

0.9
0.8
.0.7
0.6
0.5
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Table IV

The final values of the refining agent concentrations and the rates of refining agent precipitation.
KA = 0.99; l(R = 0.70; 7lt = re = 2000 s; Co = 3.29 kg.m-3 ; CSA = 2.0 kg.m-3 ; CSB = 4.0 kg.m-3

Vo

v

[m3 .s-1]

[m3 .s-1]

ea
[kg.m-3 ]

cc
[kg.m-3]

[kg.s-1]

[kg.s-1]

1.64x10-5
1.64x10-5
1.64xl0-5

6.32x10-4
3.l6x10-4
6.32xl0-5

3.03
3.72
4.00

2.09
2.57
2.76

1.92x10-5
1.78xl0-5
2.50x10-6

0
0
6.16x10-6

Csa
·----

J.O

7nA

,f.

7nB

.

-

�11-- ·- - ----·- ---- --- ·-- - - - - --- --

2

2,0

J

1,0

50000

150000

100 000

'f:'ls]

200000

Fig. 5. The time dependence of CBi for the given furnace. Meaning of symbols, see Fig. 1
_
1 ; 7lt = re
and Fig. 2.
= 1.64x 10-5 m3 .s-1; V = 6.92xto-5 m3
9.0
2000 s; 1. c0
3
3
3
3
kg.m- i cc = 2.22 kg.m- ; KR = 0.587; KA = 1; 2. co = 9.0 kg.m- ; cc = 2.22 kg.m- ;
KR = 1; KA = 0.992; '9. co= csB = 9.78 kg.m-3; KR = 1; KA = 0.98

Vo

NaCl for given cc (analyzed in glass products) oc
curs in B for I<R = 0.587 (cB = csB) and conse
quently the concentration of refining agent, cB, be
tween B and A can not be further raised by in�reas
ing co, Only when J(A < 1, the increase of co may
cause also increase in CB (curves 2-3). The values of
CB have been applied for the calculation of the max
imum downflowing glass velocity being proportional
to the maximum glass output of the furnace (eqs. 1213). Since for this case I{R < l (J<R = 0.587) and
the glass refining can not be optimalized by the in
crease of the refining agent concentration, c0, the new
vertical temperature gradient has been proposed to
accelerate refining. The values of VoLASSMAX as well
as both temperature curves are in Fig. 6. As is ob
vious from this figure, the new temperature gradient
increases the gl�s output about 1.8 times.

.r

=

=

CONCLUSION

As is obvious from the presented results, the mass
balance of a refining agent in the glass melting rooms
with vertical flow and covered level is needed to im
prove refining. The presented model is able to include
the fact of increase of the refining agent concentration
under the g1ass batch leading to the refining agent
precipitation from the glassmelt and to its penetrat
ing through the rafractory walls of a melting room.
When preparing the complex mathematical models
of glass melting process, this mass balance of a refin
ing agents is necessary too. The more detailed data
of the refining agent solubility and.bubble behaviour
are needed. The regular control of the refining agent
concentration in the outputting glass may help to re
veal in time the refining agent precipitation inside of
a glass melting room.
Ceramics - Silika.ty c. 1, 1993
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2.0 C_SA _____ -----·-------- -- -------- -- --·---------1.0
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rrs J
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Fig. 2. The time dependence of CBi, Vo - volume glass flow, inward or outward of the cir
culation roll, V - total v_olur:ne glass flow in the circulation roll between the regions A and
B, TR., Tc, co, CSA, csB :. see Fig. 1, 1-KA - the portion of refining agent precipitated in
region A during the i-th circulation cycle, 1 - Ka -. the portion of refining agent precip
itated in region B during the i-th circulation cycle. KA = 1; Vo = 1.64x10-5 m3 .s-1; V
= 6.32x10-5 m3 .s-1; TR. = Tc = 2000 s; co = 3.29 kg.m-3; csA = 2.0 kg.m-3; csB, = 4.0
kg.m-3•

s.o

C8/kg.rri3.J
4.0

3.0
2.0

C.sa
------·----- -------- ------ ------- ---------- ---

��0.99
K = 1.0
C0 -------------------------------- __4.. ·- ---I(, ::

K.{0.9
---------- - ---- --- -- -- - --- -- -- .. ------

t.o
10000

20 000

30 OOO f'[s) 40 OOO

Fig. 3. The time dependence of CBi, Meaning of symbols, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 KJ:t = 1; Vo
= 1.6,4.><10-5 m3 .s-1; V = 6.32x10-5 m3 .s-1; TR. = re = 2000 s; co = 3.29 kg.m-3; csA =
2.0 kg.m-3; CSB = 4.0 kg.m-3

The influence of ratio Vo/V on the CBi growth is ob
vious from Fig. 4. The appropriate numerical values
are in Tab.II, III and IV, respectively.
Following conclusions may be drawn from the re
sults of model calculations:
If cc< co, precipitation of the refining agent occurs.
If cc = co, no precipitation occurs.
If there is precipitation only in B, then:
CB> co; [{R < 1; cc< co,
For the precipitation only in A:

CB< co; J(A < 1; cc< Co.
Generally, the decrease of J(R increases the value of CB
whereas the decrease of KA decreases this value. The
decrease of ratio V/Vo supports the refining agent
precipitation in place B (see Fig. 4).
As an example of model application, the necessary
data have been obtained for the glass furna�e melting
the borosilicate glass refined by the sodium chloride.
Because of lack of sufficiently accurate experimental
data, only qualitative conclusions may be drawn from
Ceramics - Silikaty c. 1, 1993
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�£Q.ss tr/Q1C,

[m.s-1]
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3

0

Fig. 6. The dependence of VGLASSMAX in downfiowing glass melt on the refining
agent concentration CB, {Fig. 5} and the vertical temperature gradient in the
centre of the furnace. z - the vertical distance from the glass batch surface, 1.
original vertical temperature gradient, 2. new temperature gradient.

List of Symbols

A,B,C see Fig. 1.
average circulation time of glass melt [s]
TC
average circulation time of bubbles [s]
TR,
output refining agent concentration
cc
[kg.m- 3]
input refining agent concentration
co
[kg.m- 3]
refining agent concentration under the
CBi
glass batch (region B) in the i-th ·
circulation i., cycle [kg.m-3]
csA, csa saturated refining concentration in the
region A and B respectively, see Fig. 1
[kg.m-3]
volume glass input ol' output [m3.s-1]
total volume glass flow in one circulation
roll [m3.s-1]
portion of the refining agent cone. precipi
tated in the region A in the i-th circ. cycle
portion of the refining agent cone. trans
ported by bubbles from A to Bin
the i-th circ. cycle
mass velocity of the refining agent precipi
tation in A and B, respect1vely [kg.s-1] ·
refining height - see Fig. 1. [m]
h
average downstream glass velocity
VGLASS
in one circulation roll [m.s-1]
refining time [s]
TR,
glass density [kg.rn 3]
p
glass viscosity [Pa.s]
'f/

Vo
v

Ceramics -
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Cotot
CBtot

initial bubble diameter [m]
temperature [K]
average bubble growth.rate [m.s-1]
molecular mass of oxygen [kg.mol-1)
total concentration of the refining ion
in the region B [%]
external pressure [kPa]
molecular mass of the refining ion
[kg.mol-1]
equilibrium constant of the reaction (1)
involving the oxygen ion activity [moI.1-1]
input total concentration of the ref.ion
[mol.1-1]
input concentration of the ref ion
in the region B [mol.1-1]
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JEDNODUCHY MODEL CERENf VE SKLJ\RSKE TAVlcf
PECI S VERTIKALNfM PRUCHODEM SKLOVINY
A ZAKRYTOU HLADINOU
LUBOMIR NEMEC, JAROSLAV LUBAS
Ustav chemie skelnych a keramickych materialu CSA V,
Sokolska 38, 120 00, Praha 2

V praci je uvefejnen jednoduchy jednorozmerny model
cefeni v tavicim prostoru s vertika.lnim pruchodem sklovi
ny a zakrytou hladinou, berouci v uvahu efekt akumulace
cerici latky pod vrstvou kmene na hladine. Pfi odvozo
vani vztahu popisujicich rozlozeni koncentrace cerici lat
ky ve sklovine se vychazelo z hmotove bilance teto latky
v jednom cirkulacnim va.lci skloviny. Publikovane vypoc
ty ukazuji vliv prutoku a mnozstvi cefiva vylouceneho na
pov-rclm bublin a v cerici oblasti na koncentraci cefici lat
ky pod vrstvou vsazky. Experimenta.lni data pro borosi
likatovou sklovinu umoznila odhadnout vliv akmulacru'ho
efektu na prubeh cefeni ve zvolenem tavicim prostoru.

Vo

Obr. 2. Casova zavislost CBi.
- objemovy tok pi'itekaj{
c( nebo vytekaj{c{ skloviny, V - celkovy objemovy tok
skloviny cirkulacn(m valcem mezi m{sty B a A, TR.,
re, co, CSA, csa viz legenda k obr. 1, 1 - KA - podz1
cei'iva vylouceneho V oblasti A behem jednoho cirkulac
n{ho cyklu, 1 - l(R - podz1 cei'iva vylouceneho V oblasti
B behem jednoho cirkulacm'ho cyklu. KA = 1; Vo =
t.64x10- 5 m3 .r1 ; V = 6.32xto- 5 m3 .s- 1; TR. = re
= 2000 s; co ; 3.29 kg.m- 3; CSA = 2.0 kg.m-3; csa
= 4.0 kg.m- 3•
Obr. 3. Casova zavislost CBi. Vyznam velicin viz legen
dy k obr 1 a 2. KR = 1;
= 1.64x1fT5 m3 .r1 ; V
= 6.32xto- 5 m3 .s-1; TR. = re = 2000 s; co = 3.29
kg.m- 3; CSA = 2.0 kg.m- 3; CSB = 4.0 kg.m- 3
Obr. 4. ·casova zavislost CBi Vyznam velicin viz legendy k
obr. 1 a 2. TR. = rc = 2000 s;co = 3.29 kg.m-3; CSA =
2.0 kg.m-�;csB = 4.0 kg.m- 3; KA = 0.99;KR = 0.7
1. Vo = 1.64x10- 5 m3 .r1 ;V = 6.32x10- 4 m3 .s- 1 ; 2.
=t.64x10- 5 m3 .r1 ;V =3.16x10- 4 m3 .r1 ;3.
= t.64x10- 5 m3 .r1 ; V = 6.32x10- 5 m3 .r1
Obr. 5. Casova zavislost CBi pro danou pee. Vyznam veli
cin viz legendy k obr. 1 a 2.
= 1.64x10- 5 m3 .r1 ;
V = 6.32x 10- 4 m3 .s- 1; TR. = re = 2000 s; 1. co =
3.0 kg.m-3; cc = 2.22 kg.m- 3; KR = 0.587;KA = 1;
2. co = 3.0 kg.m- 3; cc = 2.22 kg.m-3; KR = 1; KA
= 0.992; 9. co= csB = 3.78 kg.m- 3; KR = 1;KA =
0.98
Obr. 6. Zavislost maximaln{ sestupne rychlosti
ttGLAss MAX na koncentraci eerie( latky ea (viz obr.
5) a vertikaln{ teplotn( gradient v centru pece. z - ver
tikaln( vzdalenost od povrchu vsazky, 1 - puvodn{ ver
ti/caln{ gradient, 2 - novy teplotn( gradient.

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

Obr. 1. Schematicke znaroznen{ transportu cei'fr{ latky
bublinami a sklovinou a hmoto'va bilance cef{c{ latky
V jednom r;irkulacn{m valci. A - eerie{ oblast, B - ob
last vylucovan{ cei'iva, C - vystup skloviny, csA, csa,
- nasycene koncentrace cei'iva v m{ste A a B, co, cc vstupuj{c{ a vystupuj{c{ konce�trace cei'iva, rc - pru�
merna doba obehu skloviny V rotacn(m utvaru, TR. prumerna cirkulacn{ doba bublin z m(sta B do A a zpet.
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